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University compiles Gotta dance. . .
student cheaters list
Olk

SJSU dishonesty policy punishes offenders
By Daniel Vasquez
Daily staff writer
First part in a three-part series

University Policy F87-4, which
was implemented in November
1987. has just now begun to take effect, Moran said.
Sanctions for student violations
fall into two categories: academic
and administrative.

Jim and Jane have the same class
and the same take-home final. Jim
and Jane decide to work on the final
together.
However, Jane also has to work
on a final for another class. Fortunately for her. Jim has a workable
plan. He will do the work and June
can use it for her paper.
Suddenly, both Jim and Jane have
entered the danger zone.
Eric Warfel,
The above scenario is defined as
cheating by the SJSU Policy on AcaSJSU student
demic Dishonesty.
There are various academic remeCheating has recently become a
dangerous business, according to dies for cheating, ranging from oral
Meredith Moran, assistant to the reprimands to referrals for university
action against a student. Most often.
dean of student services.
The university has begun compil- professors will give students a failing a centralized report listing stu- ing grade on a paper or exam, or a
dents who are caught cheating. failing grade in the class itself.
Moran is also the college judicial Moran said.
Admininistrative sanctions are
coordinator and is in charge of compiling the dishonesty reports, which more severe.
"Cheating or plagiarism in conare generated from professors.
The centralized report will make it nection with an academic program at
easier to punish repeat offenders. a campus may warrant expulsion,
suspension, probation or lesser sancMoran said.

’I don’t read the
policies. Nobody
does.’

tion," according to the policy on
academic dishonesty.
While the policy has not been in
place long enough for its effectiveness to be predicted. Moran foresees
major problems already.
"I didn’t know we had a specified
policy," said Eric Warfel, a graduating senior. "I don’t read the policies. Nobody does."
Warfers attitude exemplifies one
of the problems Moran wants to address when she begins a campaign to
publicize the school policy when this
semester’s finals begin.
The first official report made by
Moran was completed for the 1988
spring semester. A total of 25 reports
of dishonesty were made: 19 for
cheating, such as one student copying from the exam of another student. and six for plagiarism.
Last semester there were fewer reports. Only 17 were made.
Instead of an increase in student
honesty, the reason for fewer reported incidents may be that professors are just not reporting incidents,
Moran said.
"The number of reports made
does not scent realistic to me
not
See CHEATERS. back page

Women’s Alliance shelters
battered women, children
By 1.isa Elmore
Daily staff writer
"lie loves you as much as he can.

but he cannot love yynt very much.’’
A JOrtune cookie saying
Although there are no pictures on
the walls, and the furniture looks old
and worn, this place offers something very valuable to its inhabitants ---- safety.
The women who come here are
victims of one of the ugliest, most
pervasive crimes in the United
States.
This crime causes more injuries to
women than automobile accidents,
rapes and muggings combined. Last
year, it killed 4.000.
Worst of all, the perpetrators are
the men whom the victims love.
The 30-bed battered women’s
shelter, which is in a confidential
San Jose location, is one of the many
services the Women’s Alliance
(WOM A ) offers victims of domestic
violence. Women and their children
are allowed to stay at the shelter for
up to six weeks.
"Some stay one day and go back.

Others will stay and use all of the resources to get out." said Lori Abrahamsohn, WOMA community outreach coordinator.
Women who are in a battering situation usually have low self-esteem,
according Counseling Services Director Kathleen Wall.
There is often a lot of verbal abuse
coupled with the physical abuse, she
said.
"The person begins to feel like
she can’t do any better, like she is a
victim, and perhaps she deserves the
situation."
While staying at the shelter, children attend school in its one -room
schoolhouse. They cannot go to their
regular schools for safety reasons,
Abrahamsohn said.
Women are solely responsible for
their children during the hours they
are not in school.
Some say that any man who hits a
woman does not really love her.
Abrahamsohn does not agree.
Hitting is a learned response to
stress, she said, and some of our
greatest stress occurs in intimate
relationships.

Abortion issue

Panel addresses
need for pro-choice
By Elena M. Dunivan
Daily staff writer
Actions by the anti -abortion group
Operation Rescue are actually preventing many women from obtaining
medical necessities, such as contraceptives, said Family Alternatives
President Diana Workman.
Workman was among three pro choice advocates who addressed the
issue of a woman’s right to choose,
and what will happen if women lose
this right, in a panel discussion as
part of Women’s Week Tuesday.
Michelle Anderson of the Women’s Resource Center said that since
last year’s debate at SJSU between
Phyllis Schley and Sarah Wedding ton was overheated, they decided to
invite only pro-choice representatives to speak this year. Workman,
Maribel Alvarez of Planned Parenthood, and John Holly of the ACLU
were the panel members.
While Workman spoke almost entirely about the recent "hits" from
Operation Rescue. Alvarez addressed other issues concerning the
future of abortion. The movement to
reverse the 1973 Supreme Court decision Roe vs. Wade is hypocrisy.

It depends on your definition of
love.** she said. "It’s a matter of
ability to love. This may be the only
way he knows. Perhaps in the purest
sense of the word, it is not love.
Almost three -fourths of batterers
grew up in some type of dysfunctional family, according to Abrahamsohn.
Flatterers have been abused themselves, or have seen a lot of violence
against women. Wall said.
"It becomes an acceptable behavior,’’ she said.
There may have been physical or
emotional abuse. molestation or
some other trauma. Half of the battered women grew up in such
homes, according to Ahrahamsohn.
Wall said that batterers also have
low self-esteem and that battering
gives them a sense of power.
Women often stay in an abusive
relationship for years thinking it will
get better, she said.
She always thinks that if she
fixes the right meal, looks pretty
enough or keeps the kids quiet, he
will change forever. she said.
See SHELTER. page 3
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SAFER to recycle computer paper
By Andrew II. Charming
Daily staff writer
Starting this week, thousands of
sheets of used computer paper normally reserved for the sanitation department will he recycled.
Currently. the meteorology laboratory throws out approximately 5.000 sheets a week, according to
Allen Becker. an SJSU meterology
graduate and lab aid.
The recycling effort is being
headed by the Student Affiliation
For Env initimental Respect, one of
SJSU’s newest clubs.
"It’s funny, in an age of computers,
hard copy (computer printouts) is being created than ever be-

. . . Gotta sing

she said, and is contrary to the role
of women.
"If there are a million abortions a
year. then that means at least 60,0(10
women are exercising their Constitutional rights," Alvarez said.
Holly, an ACLU member, said
the union has taken the pro-choice
position.
The world is reverting to simpler
limes as a result of fears about world
problems, Holly said. He sees this
negatively affecting women’s roles
by bringing them back to "the way
they used to be."
"Abortion is a personal decision
with a political dimension," Holly
said.
Not using tax dollars for abortions
causes a "have’s and have not’s"
mentality among people, he said.
"I would like to make the younger
women here feel a little insecure
Holly
rights,
their
about
said.’ There is a gtxxl chance you
will have less free choice if you
See PANEL. page 3

Shelley Scott -- Daily staff photographer

Betsy Rose performs in the Student 1 nion in honor of Women’s
Week. Rose is a feminist and reflects her beliefs in her songs.
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photographer

year -old Quinn McClure, daughter of English pro fessor Patsy McClure.

fore. Becker said. "I was feeling
guilty about all the paper I was
throwing away."
Working in response to SJSU student questionnaires, the club implemented a campus -wide computer
paper recycling program.
One of the seven survey questions
asked: "If receptacles were available
for other items, would you use
them"
According to the survey, 65 percent of SJSU students said yes.
After finding that most students
favored campus recycling, SAFER
contacted the various lab directors.
"We just went directly to people
in the labs, said Claudia Hirotsu,

treasurer of SAFER. "We figure the
paper is just going into the garbage.
It’s not like we’re diverting funds in
anything."
Cardboard boxes are being used
until more permanent receptacles
can be installed.
After getting the OK from SJSU
Facilities
Director
Mohammad
Qayoumi, SAFER members approached people working in the labs
at Meteorology. Sweeney Hall. the
Business Classrooms. and Dudley
Mix)rehead Hall.
’There is so much paper wasted
at the labs. it is a tremendous kiss of
a resource,’ ’ Hirotsu said.
See RECYCLE, back page

Adoption is an option
Sometimes unwed, unprepared mothers choose
open adoption as an alternative to abortion
By Elizabeth James
Daily staff writer
Jacklyn S. was 26, alone and pregnant.
She wasn’t prepared to be a parent. Abortion was not something she
wanted to do. Closed adoption
scared her. She chose to put her baby
up for an open adoption.
Dan and Joyce Keeslar are ready
to start a family. They have been
married fior five years and own their
own home. They can’t have a baby
naturally, so they decided to try open
adoption.
"We already have a nursery decorated, we’re buying baby things,
Joyce Keeslar said. "We’re just
waiting for a baby."
Adoption is one way a pregnant
woman can have a child and give a
childless couple the chance to experience parenthood. In open adoption,
the natural mother is allowed to stay
in contact with her child.
It also allows the mother to choose
the adoptive parents, rather than
leaving it up to an agency.
"I chose open adoption because I
liked the idea of choosing my baby’s
parents," Jacklyn said "It took the
fear out of the question of who will
raise my child. I wanted to be sure
that the adoptive parent would love

my baby as much as 1 would
"There is a screening process for
both parties," said Theresa Muth.
the office manager for the Independent Adoption Center. "They have
to fill out forms, we get letters of reference for them. It’s a long process." she said.
The number of women who want
to put their babies up for adoption
changes from month to month.
"The number could be one one
month and a dozen the next, said a
social worker at the Children’s
Home Society, who asked to remain
anonymous. "We work with all different religions and ethnic groups. It
doesn’t matter to us."
The birth mothers look through a
book filled with letters of introduction from prospective parents. They
choose their child’s adoptive parents
from these letters. The two parties
meet and start to get to know each
other while the birth mother is allowed to make decisions about her

pregnancy.

"Either party can change their
minds at any time and choose someone else," Muth said.
See ADOPTION, back page
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Birth signifies hope
Die birth ot a baby What an ass es lie oent.
Especially when the child conies ’loin people
you care about.
The two people in my life who bring me the ultimate pride and joy are my two nephews. Joshua
and Seth. I love them as if they were my own. The
thirgs they have taught me are things that could
nt:ver be taught by someone else.
Going through high
school is normally a
selfish time for someone Having Joshua and
Seth around taught me
to put my self-interests
aside for their benefit.
Never once did I mind
spending my time with
them rather than with
my friends. By wakhing them I think I’ll be Matthew D.
more understanding of
Anderson
my own children.
I’m excited again about the birth of a nephew.
this one is not mine, this one is my buddy Craig
Rond’s. The child’s name is Samuel Raymond
Lyche. The parents of Samuel, Kip and Sandy.
have brought into this world the ultimate reason fin
love

Maybe that is why the birth
of a child is so awesome
you forget about all the bad
and concentrate on what
has been brought into the
world.
Ever since my first nephew Joshua came into
this world 13 years ago and Seth 7 years ago. I’ve
grown up with a different perspective on things. I
look around and I’m disgusted with the world they
have to grow up in pollution. lies, crime, lack of
to II:1111C 1
love,
a fey, Maybe1
that is why the
birth
a
(
child is so awesome - you forget about all the
had and t-oncentrate on what has been brought into
the world. !awe.
Josh and Seth have brought a ton of it. and now
Samuel Raymond has. The events to folios’, in the
growth of Samuel Raymond are not all going to be
of pride and my Tears will be shed. hatred will he
felt at times, mistakes are going to he made. But
during all that the lose will grow.
I’m excited knov.ing that Craig will experience
and learn many things that can’t be told. The baby
was born before Craig and I made it the hospital.
During that time, others had inquired about the
birth of his sister Sandy’s baby. He didn’t tell
them. He waited until he saw me before the words
"it’s a boy" passed through his lips. His doing that
meant a lot to me. I feel as though I’m the proud
uncle of another nephew. And in a way.I am. I’m
going to he proud of Samuel Raymond, not only for
what he will do in life hut also for what he has
brought into this world.
Love.
Welcome to this %%odd, Samuel Raymond
Lyche.

Letters to the Editor
AKs not OK
Editor,
Do you shoot a duck with a
bazooka if you want to have it for
dinner? No, of course not. But the
analogy is comparable to the use of
an "assault rifle" for the use of
hunting. Mr. Vermillion seems to
think that it is everyone’s right to
own a firearm (I agree to some
extent), but I see no need for
weapons such as the AK-47 to be
available to the public.
The purpose of an assault rifle is
to kill; that is it’s sole purpose. I
know, I use one. I’m a Marine Corp
Reservist in an infantry unit, and I
know (in fact, I have seen) what an
assault rifle does to a human body.
There is no purpose for such
weapons in our society.
These weapons should be limited
only to the military, where they can
be used for their original purpose. I
cannot understand how a member of
the NRA (someone who should
know what these weapons do) could
be in favor of such weapons in our
society. Hunting rifles, target rifles
and other weapons with recreational
purpose are fine, but an assault
rifle’s only use is to end human life.
Terrence White
History

All crime is big time
Editor,
This letter is in response to
Daniel Vasquez’ column on March

While SJSU may not be a law
enforcement "paradise" as far as the
amount of action is concerned, any
crime committed has a victim, no
matter how minor. In your column
you chose several crimes that had
occurred recently at SJSU and then
lambasted them for being minor
crimes. Granted, these were not all
felonies. However, they did all have
victims and they did deserve the
attention of the police. These
victims should not be ridiculed for
having such "small-time" crimes
happen to them. (To me, losing
S400 worth of equipment from my
car or getting hit with a piece of
plywood \ ,tild not be too "smalltime."
It is hard enough to get people at
SJSU to report crimes without them
having to worry about being made
fun of in the newspaper when they
do. At least the people you
mentioned in your column cared
enough and had enough self-esteem
to report their victimization.
Further, while you were making
light of the assault that occurred at
Sixth and Reed streets, you state,
"He accosted three women.
(Personally, I have trouble with
one.)" Mr. Vasquez, just how often
do you go around accosting
women?
I don’t honestly believe that
ridiculing crime victims was your
intent when you wrote this column.
However, that is the way it was
interpreted by muself and several
other people whom I have talked to.
You should be a little more

responsible in what you write and
maybe someday you’ll get some
good comments about your
columns.
Since you took the time to
mention it in your column, I might
as well repeat it in my letter; we do
have a fine police department
prouting our campus.
Kevin Cassidy
Senior
Administration of Justice

Firearm education
Editor,
This letter is in response to Rob
Lyon’s Feb. 27 column concerning
the AK-47. His piece only served to
show his lack of understanding
were firearms are concerned.
He accuses the NRA of blindly
defending the use of assault
weapons. The reasons are the same
as for the defense of the "Saturday
Night Special"once a specific
type of weapon is banned, it
becomes increasingly easy to get
more legislation passed to ban
firearms, until at some point
everything is illegal. Besides, who
decides which weapons fall into the
category of "assault rifle" or
"Saturday Night Special?" The
legislators, of course.
Concerning hunting: Again, Mr.
Lyon has no idea what he is talking
about. The civilian version of the
AK -47, which is a semi -auto, as
opposed to a full -auto, will not
empty a 30-round magazine in two
seconds flat. This was apparently
the idiotic notion the speaker for the
Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors had when he claimed to
be able to kill everyone attending
the meeting in a few seconds.
Anyway, the point is that the
AK -47, as well as the AR-15 (the
civilian version of the M-16), is a
viable hunting weapon, no different
than a conventional hunting rifle in
the same caliber.
Althounh the AK -47 is not the
best choice for target practice (it
was built with loose tolerances for
reliable combat use), many other
assuault rifles such as the M-16 and
M-1 can be extremely accurate.
Upon gaining proficiency with a
weapon, there are many types of
competition a gun owner can
participate in: bullscyc, 1PSC,
silhouette, and skeet, among others.
I’ll het Mr. Lyon has never tried one
of these exciting and enjoyable
activities. What makes these sports
any different from football or
baseball?
What I’m trying to get across
here is that we need to educate
people about the reality of firearms.
Pro -gunners have got a bad
reputation because of incorrect
information from ignorant sources.
Take for example the Clock 17 (the
"plastic" gun), which in fact cannot
pass undetected through airport
metal detectors, or the "armor piercing Cop killer" Teflon -coated
bullet that would kill thousands of
cops, but which in fact hasn’t killed
a single one. It is the responsibility
of knowledgeable weapon owners
to educate others, so that we don’t
have to suffer continued misguided
notions.
Paul Yoshimune
Sophomore
Computer Science

I t was similar to a bad Twilight Zone
episode.
Everywhere I walked on campus
Wednesday, I was encountered by two
things: the rain and Associated Students
candidates pedaling pamphlets about their
enormous expertise and how much they’re
concerned with child care.
Fine. But sadly, only a small handful of
SJSU’s 28,000 students are going to vote.
The reasons for performing the painless
five minute ritual of democracy are
numerous.
So here’s some advice: don’t vote. Don’t
even bother. It’s really a complete waste of
your time.
Besides, you might be late to class or
your hair might get wet because the
polling places aren’t indoors. If some
candidate asks you if you have voted, tell
them you have.
Who really cares about the $1.5 million
the A.S. allocates every year?
(Remember, nearly $1 million comes
directly from your fees.)
an informal survey I conducted,
Inmost of the students questioned
didn’t really know much about
campus politics and, therefore, didn’t
believe their vote would be very
intelligent.
Dave Johnson, a junior studying
history, said he isn’t very familiar with
SJSU politics. But he asked if there is a
campus speaker’s forum.
"I don’t have very much time to read,
so I would like to see someone speak
instead of reading about them."
Being persistently hounded over these
final days of the campaign is a concern
too. In fact, a few of the people I
approached fled because they thought I
was a candidate.
"I don’t know how that Yogi guy is
doing, but it seems he’s everywhere
handing out flyers," said Jeff Keamey, a
political science student. "It’s cool to pass
out flyers, but they tend to bug you after a
while. It’s a little inconvienent to vote, but
it’s not a hassle. It’s something you have to
do and you have all day to do it."
In an article by one of my colleagues in
Wednesday’s Spartan Daily, it was
predicted that 8 to 10 percent will go to
the polls. Tragically, it’s too much like the
real world of politics.
So after you get done cleaning your
purse or watching a basketball game, you
have officially yielded your ability to
complain later on.
So go use your vote or lose it.
Sean Mulcaster is the Sports Editor.

Three cheers for Coach Berry
Editor,
We at SJSU and in the San Jose community are faced
with every sports program that is offered at SJSU. A
person has the right to choose which program to attend;
personally I like all of the sports programs and attend as
many as I can. But my favorite is basketball.
When I was a little boy and did wrong, my mother
put the belt on my butt and it shocked me back into
realizing that she was in charge and 1 must be guided by
her direction.
Coach Bill Berry is a trained, professional, serious-.
minded, positive- thinking coach. Each players should.
be thankful for having the opportunity to receive his
professional guidance. The days of wearing Pampers
and nursing on the bottle are gone.
Coach Berry needs the support of every faculty
member, staff member and student so that he can.
reorganize the basketball team. Then we can all win.
Coach Berry, keep up the excellent work you are doing.
I’m ready to take my big family to support our team.
Jerry R. Warmsley
Maintenance Mechanic
SJSU

Earning their party weekends
Editor,
How do fraternity dudes and sorority gals combine
school and fun with such finesse? Here, what I think, is
the answer.
When we think of fraternity and sorority members
partying, making loud noises and daring one another as
to who can drink the most, we readily conclude that
they arc nothing but carefree students who, we wonder
how, are academically lucking out.
But the connection between their leisure time and
study time is quite discernible. The fun they have
during the weekends helps them get through the almost
endless weeks of school and volunteer work that are to
come, and this incentive enables them to give their best
in whatever they decide to undertake.
Their lifestyle, more importantly, is very influential;
it is unlikely that other organizations could preach and
prod hundreds of their members to adopt the concept of
giving their best in everything they do.
This is not a propaganda for them; as a matter of
fact. I do not belong to any sorority on campus.
Carina Flores
Junior
Political Science
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Haley speaks of

his ’Roots’
Two
short
decades ago,
SJSU was San
Jose
State
College. The
years ago turbulent 60s
provided
today
many interesting stories.
Author Alex Haley spoke to an
motional and sympathetic audience in Morris Daley Auditorium
bout his search for a personal
Black history. Many waited in the
rain for over an hour for the doors
to be unlocked. Haley spoke of his
ravels to Africa to find his
"Roots". He called American
History "a lie by omission.
Without Black and other nonwhite history, it isn’t true and complete,"
The College Union Board of
Govenors will decide whether to
keep the planned bowling alley or
to alocate the space for other purposes. Other proposed uses were a
ticket center or a post office.

in

Gambia

’The Standad Oil Company, target
of campus radicals the week
before, did not return for a second
day of recuitment. Radicals
claimed the damage and disruption
they caused was the reason for the
non-appearance. A Placement
Center spokesman claimed all the
students got in, making it UMICCeSsay for a second day of recruitment.
’The Experimental College, a program started in 1967, began offering classes such as "Witchcaft and
the Occult," "Jewlry Design,"
"Utopian Societies," and "A
Spiritual Odyssey." About 60() students attended regularly but
recieved no college credit.
The 1969 SJSC basketball team
owned the record for scoring the
fewest points in a 12 -game West
Coast Athletic Conference season,
managing only 591 points.
’An SJSC junior and her husband
won first place on KNTV’s
"College Talent Showcase". The
couple won $1,000 for singing.
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more information call 924-6500.
Catholic Newman Community:
Sociology 80: Banning of Assault
Daily Lenten mass, Tenth and San Weapons, 9 a.m.. Tables in front of
Carlos Streets. For more information Student Union. For inure informacall 298-0204.
tion call 295-7147 or 294-8384.
Sociology 80: Abortion infomiaIntramural Sports: Softball signtion/Pro-choice petitions, 9:30 a. in.. ups, all day. Student Activities and
S.U. table 5. For more information Services Building. For more inforcall 924-65(X).
mation call 924-5962.
Theatre Arts Department: The
Club I.usitania: Radio I.usitania.
Duck Sisters, 8 p.m.. Studio 6 p.m.. KSJS Radio. For more inforTheatre -Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103. mation call 262-8044.
For more information call 924-4555.
Campus
Ministry
Center:
Chi Pi Sigma: A.J. Video, 6 Lenten spirituality series. 6:30 p.m..
p.m., 230 South Tenth Street. For Tenth and San Carlos streets. For
more information call 998-9113.
more information call 298-0204.
Association of Rock-n -Roll:
Math and Computer Science
Meeting, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Club: Meeting. 12:30 p.m.. MacRoom. For more information call Quarrie Hall Room 422. For more
287-6417.
information call 924-5144.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance:
Calmeca Project: First general
Speaker: Ann Simmerton, 5 p.m., meeting. 4 p.m., Wahlquist Library
S.U. Costanoan Room. For more in- North Room 307. For more informaformation call 236-2002.
tion call 924-8459 or 924-8093.
Department of Math and ComFRIDAY
puter Science: Speaker: Dr. Harlyn
Baker. 4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall
Asian Business I.eague: ke SkatRoom 324. For more information ing Party, 8 p.m..
Eastridge Mall Ice
call 924-5144.
Rink.
Physics Department: Speaker:
Theatre Arts Department: The
Calvin Stubbing, 1:30 p.m.. Science
Duck Sisters, 8 p.m., Studio
Building Room 251. For more inforTheatre -Hugh Gillis Hall Room 103.
mation call 924-5241.
For more information call 924-4555.
Campus Ministry Center: Bible Career Planning &
Placement: Vistudy, S.U. Montalvo Room. For deotaped practice
interviews. 12:30
more information call 298-0204.
p.m.. Instructional Resource Center
Cycling Club: Meeting, 6 p.m., Room 310. For inure information
S.U. Guadalupe Room. For more in- call 924-6(133.
formation call 298-5403.
SJSU Marketing Club: Network
Women’s Center:
Women’s with alumni, 7 p.m.. University
week room changes. Mary Ann Vo- Club-408 South Eighth Street. For
rasky, noon, S.0 upper pad For more information call 377-3423.
Panel:

Pro-choice

From page I
don’t become involved."
Pat Bigliardi, member of Women
Exploited By Abortion and lecturer
on the subject, said the Women’s
Resource Center acted unfairly by
not letting an anti -abortion group
present its side.
"The basic issue is how we perceive women’s rights," she said.’ I
believe our role is equal to men, and
since childbirth gives us an opportunity that men don’t have, we are
even above them in that perspective."
Bigliardi had an abortion in 1976
and now helps those who have had
an abortion deal with the emotional
repercussions.
Most of those getting abortions

are teenagers. Bigliardi said.
’If abortion were illegal, inow lesionsibility would probably he taken
on the part of the people involved to
take more precautions.’’ she said.
"Choosing to give life to a baby is
backward?" Bigliardi asked.
"1 don’t see how abortion brings
us to a higher sense of humanity. To
be fully alive is to be human, not
dead." she said in response to the
proposal to reverse Roe vs. Wade.
Shocked at the fact of the ACI,It’s
pro-choice position. Bigliardi remembered the group was formed to
bring full liberation to all groups.
She said the ACLU position was a
dichotomy. since they don’t seem to
want full rights for the unborn child.
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Shelter
roe?, pume /
Many other factors keep a woman
in an abusive home.
Economically , it is very difficult
to leave, especial! it the woman has
children. Ahrahamsohn said the lack
of low-cost housing contributes to a
w
alt’s unwillingness to leave a
had relationship.
The woman may also be bound by
religious or family pressures. Sonic
religions do mutt accept divorce, and
sonic, say a woman should be subordinate to her husband.
The woman’s family may offer
little support. especially if it is a
dy +functional one, Abrahamsohn
said.
For example. if the mother of a
battered woman was battered, she
may tell her daughter something
like. "I put up with it all these years,
why can’t you?"
The Mall may also threaten suicide
if the woman leaves, or he may
threaten to hurt it embers of her family. Abrahamsohn said.
Societal influences inay also he to

blame for the beatings
The attitudes in our culture are not
changing. Ahrahanisohn said.
"In the media, women are portrayed as the ones concerned with
housework, as dominated by men, as
sex oblects," she said There is social pressure to he with a man
a
woman without a man is not considered successful, she said.
"Men are taught that the only ac
ceptable emotion is anger. They are
taught that s iolence is okay "
Through military force, our culture
uses violence to solve problems.
WOMA helps men change their
behavior through its Relationship
Assistance Program (RAP).
’the program offers one-on-one
counseling and support groups for
batterers, Abrahamsohn said. Most
of the participants are men, but there
are a few women batterers.
Many of the men in this program
are referred by a court after they are
prosecuted for their actions, but increasingly men are coming of their
own volition.
"Most batterers are not happy
with themselves,- Abrahamson!)
said. "Once they get help, they
value it, and they want to change

keis gil III high schools and
’us elide halls to rise presentations
51111.’C 11 is c.nittated
about s
that one-thlid of teenagers are in
abusixe

WOMA provides tree legal serves including assistance iii thtaining
resit aiiiing oilers. .1 lice half-hour
legal clinic and a dison.e s111111..
IL

W( )N1 also (Tomes the Strawberry liaskci. a thrill store on Lincoln \ cline in San Jose.
1 he stole .5’11. donated Item% to
raise money and also provides
Vil()MAs dients with needed items
tree of charge

Stand Out from the Crowd
Free Color Analysis
With $35 purchase of Artistry Cosmetics
By Appointment Only:
Rusty Ruth / Certified Image Consultant
225-8778 or 993-3730
Coupon good through March

-

You will assist the staff with trip planning to include
diplomatic clearances, ground handling, fuel and
hotels, prepare trip packages, complete
computerized invoices using NOMAD and prepare
crew I.D. cards.

tkRENT8

The successful candidate will be a sophomore or
above, have experience with computers, clerical
work and possess a great attention to detail.
Knowledge of aviation is desirable.

"Randy Quaid and
Mary Beth Hurt
make a perfect
pair of allAmerican 50’s
gargoyles: the
suburban mom
and dad from
Hell."

Interested applicants submit a resume to:
Human Resources Manager
Lockheed DataPlan, Inc.
90 Albright Way
Los Gatos, CA 95030
An Equal Opportunity Employer

BIOTECH
OPPORTUNITIES

Other seri. ices Vs DMA otters are
a 24 hour hotline tin support or
quest Ills. peer counseling and drop iii

WOM
haiges Ill to $25 pei
RAP sessii in and screens out those
men who don’t want to work on their
problem. ’these men may he there
because of pressure from a court or
their girlfriends, but they don’t want
to change. Abrahainsolin said.
WOMA charges SI per night
if the
an can at told it
to stay
in the shelter. It also dial 1.’es $I per
session for its IV, II Ninniins support
groups
"Me gtoup, i.shich meets lilt Tuesday. from 6 p in lit8 pill.. is called
"Women %Alm I ove Too Much,"
and follows the hook of the same
name.

Lockheed DataPlan, Inc., th leader and innovator in
computerized Aviation Information Support Services
has an immediate opening for a highly motivated
part-time assistant. (20-30 hours per week).
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Make a great start with Fluor Daniel, Inc., the company
Engineering News Record named largest of the top 400
Contractors in the U.S.

i.:.11Xtt.

STIRTS FRIDAY’
""

Exclushe San Jose Engagement
Call lbeatn. For Shinktimes

294.3800
3665. 1.1 St.

Our diversity and innovativeness in Engineering. Construction
and Maintenance affords some excellent professional options.
including these two assignments in Validation.

LISTEN TO

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN FREE TICKETS TO PARENTS

Vaildadon Technician Will calibrate thermocouples, as well as
collect, reduce and report test data.
Validation Engineer Will write and execute validation protocols
provide technical guidance to Technicians, oversee project
progress. Prior pharmaceutical validation experience preferred.

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
SELECTED BEDROOM FURNISHINGS

For both positions, we prefer a BA (BS is also acceptable) in
Biology, Chemistry, Zoology or related field. We prefer non engineering majors and anywhere from 0 to 4 years experience
calibrating instruments, documenting equipment performance
and test results.

HEADBOARDS
from

DESKS
rom

If you’re Interested In joining a company where you can work on
small teams producing big results, And your future with Fluor Daniel

$ 5 9
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$ 2 9
9 9
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IBM Personal System/2’ computers are now
available at special educational discounts to students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University
From the durable, full -function IBM PS/2 Model 25.
to the powerful IBM PS/2 Model 80 386, IBM PS/2
computers combine integrated, total system design
with advanced graphics for a wide range of applica-
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CLEARANCE
CENTER

New and Rental
Return Furniture

fOI

727-7365

011

1600 Duane Ave. Santa Clara

.7*

Mon - Fri
Sat 10 - 6
COUPON

ruimminimmam
For information call
Derek Cordon,
our student representative
for San lose State University

SLEEPER

Be here first for best selection. All items "as is
subject to prior sale. Quantities limited.

Buy IBM’ PS/2" Personal Computers
at Special Discounts!

tions.

9 9

$299

KING

Students Faculty Staff

5 9

$1

QUEEN

FLUOR DANIEL L5

NIGHTST ANDS
from

$ 9

Please send your resume to: Fluor Daniel, Inc., Attn: Steve Pool,
P.O. Box 8012, Redwood City, CA 94063, or call our Open Job
Line Mondays from 900 - 11:00 am at (415) 595-6165. All
Inquiries will be acknowledged. EOE m/f/h/v.
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the Wednesda ymily also meets
from 6 p hI Ill S It III and is tor
woolen w ho need help, who are
more at a ciisis joint. she said.

- Lori Abrahamsohn,
WOMA community outreach
coordinator

BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL FLIGHT
SERVICE ASSISTANT TODAY I
Lockheed DataPlan, Inc.

Debra Twin,
Co-op Account Executives
I Jr-Ida Birk, Vicki Mencius
National Account Executives
Special Prolects Group
1.1.1111 IT 0 1 r.104, I
John Angrlen.
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Former SJSU star Perez struggles to launch NFL career
Spartan Stadium headed for the touchdown. After a successful
parking lot with 1:20 left in the onside kick, Perez skillfully maneuLast April, the New York Giants game. The 19th -ranked Bulldogs vered the Spartans with short and
drafted SJSU quarterback Mike scored 21 unanswered points, build- medium passes. He finished the
Perez and he disappeared from ing a comfortable 41-31 lead over drive with a 22 -yard touchdown
sight.
SJSU.
pass to Lafo Malauulu.
Many at SJSU remember his
The Spartans, picked in preseason
Final score: SJSU 45, Fresno 41.
"Miracle on Seventh Street’ and polls to finish sixth in the Pacific
Sports Illustrated called it The
c .pected Perez to be an NFL star in Coast Athletic Conference, had a Game of the Year and named Perez
his rookie season.
young, junior college transfer at player of the week.
In 1986, he quarterback.
Perez, who majored in sociology
lead the nation in
Perez, who wasn’t even a starter at at SJSU, is completing his degree at
total offense with Taft Community College, won the Fairleigh Dickinson University.
3,225 passing starting slot at SJSU after returning
Perez has a minor in administrayards and lead starter Doug Allen was declared tion of justice and plans to attend
SJSU’s "dream academically ineligible and Tony law school after his pro -football
team" to a 37-7 Locy dislocated his shoulder in a career. "I want to practice law,"
California Bowl preseason scrimmage.
Perez said. "But first, I have to finvictory
over
He passed to Guy Liggins for a ish my degree."
Miami (Ohio).
here was even
talk about Perez
ere/ being a candidate
for the Hcisman
Trophy.
In just two years at SJSU, Perez
passed for 6,775 yards and 40
touchdowns.
These statistics impressed the New
York Giants officials so, they chose
Perez in the seventh -round of the
NFL draft.
"Of course, I wanted to go higher,"
Perez said in a recent telephone
interview. "I was hoping the (Los
Angeles) Raiders would sign me,
but I’m happy with the Giants."
Perez, an unprotected free agent.
sat out the entire 1988 National
Football League season on the
Giants injured reserved list with a
hip injury.
It happened at San Jose State a
couple years ago," he said. "The
trainers are giving me medication
for the inflammation, but that’s really all they can do."
A native of Denver, Perez now
lives in Glen Rock, New Jersey, a
short distance from East Rutherford,
where the Giants are based.
Perez has been contributing to the
team by digesting the Giants’ playbook and running the scout team.
He spent all of last season studying
offenses of the future opponents.
"I watched game films of the next
week’s teams and reported to the
coaches about what I saw."
And he is no stranger to studying
ke ia erne, - Daly sta tphotcgrapket
the game, according to some of his
Jana Cook exits her ’mese!’ bar routine. During (’ook’s flour exer’ormer coaches.
"In high school, you just don’t
dm: routine she broke her leg and s* ill he out for the season.
know what’s going to happen," said
Mel Jensen, head football coach at
Denver’s South Hills High School.
"He was very knowledgeable play Steven M usi I

Daily staff writer

Flipping out

These impressions were echoed by
Dan Henson, the SJSU quarterbacks
coach during Perez’s senior year.
"Mike was a true student of the
game," Henson said. "He set our
standard for the drop-back quarterback. He was tremendously cool in
the pocket against the rush. He had
great feet and a great arm. He really
has become our measuring stick."
Perez’s ability to remain calm
under pressure was evident in his
"Miracle on Seventh Street" in a
game against Fresno State October
4, 1986. Most of the 28,158 fans at

of"
Earn Extra $$ during Easter Vacation
*R ecept ion i sts
*General Secretaries
*Word Processors
Call for immediate interview

(415)

941-7100

Nlountain

View

"He’d better," said Paula Perez, his
Football and studying doesn’t keep
mother.
Perez from communicating with his
Perez is currently training with the friends and family, said Mrs. Perez,
Giant’s offensive coordinators and who still lives in Denver. "He calls
is confident he will see more play- me almost everyday."
ing time this season. But he quickly
Four players from the 1987
dismissed rumors that he will still
Spartan team currently play in the
feel like a rookie.
"I’ve been around," he said. "I NFL. Despite going separate ways
know everyone and what’s going on Perez maintains contact with his old
teammates.
here."
Playing behind Phil Sims, Jeff
"I still keep in touch with Kenny
Rutledge and Jeff Hostettler, Perez Jackson
James Saxon," Perez
said he doesn’t feel any jealousy or said. "In and
animosity towards his competition terday." fact, I saw Greg Cox yesfor the starting quarterback slot.
"We all get along real well," said
Cox, an unprotected free agent of
Perez of his fellow Giant quarter- the San Francisco 49ers, was in
backs. "We’re pretty close knit."
New York discussing a possible

contract with the Giants, according
to his agent. Lynn La Monte.
Many professional lootball players allow their salaries to alter their
personalities, but Perez said he is
not letting the money change his
lifestyle.
"I’m putting most of it in the
bank," he said. "Maybe I’ll buy a
house later.
"After I go back to the Bay area."
With recent discussion of a possible return to Oakland by the
Raiders, and his desire to play for
them, one might conclude that Mike
Perez will find a homecoming in the
Fast bay.

Collegiate baseball rankings source
of confusion for Spartan followers
*600 points possible as voted by
103 Division I baseball coaches,
The rankings of the College writers and broadcasters. The point
Baseball Top 25 Poll are now a hot breakdown is as follows:
topic around SJSU, thanks to the 18#1. Each voter sends in their list
2 Spartan baseball team.
of A) The Top 10 in the country. B)
By looking at the rankings of the The Top 6 in their district C) The
two polls that are used, Collegiate Top 4 in their conference. 200
Bascball/ESPN and Baseball points are possible with points
America, you’ll find the Spartans awarded on team placement in each
ranked 12th by Collegiate Baseball category.
and 14th by Baseball America.
#2. The strength of a team’s
The University of Arizona has six schedule. This is redone throuehout
losses but is ranked ahead of SJSU.
the season in accordance to how a
Who do you believe, 11th, 14th, or team is playing. 100 points possininth?
ble.
The following is intended to help
#3. Division placing. If a team is
not in a division then the District
lesson the confusion.
Baseball America as explained by placing is used. 100 points possible.
editor Alan Simpson:
#4. The depth of a pitching staff.
The rankings are done an -house "If a team has three or four top
by five people. By doing it this way, starters with a low earned run averBaseball America feels they are the age then they will get more points
best qualified because they have then a team with just one or two top
time to look at all the teams, not just starters." Pavlovich Jr., said. 50
the teams that they are geographical- points possible.
#5. Wins in a row. 50 points posIly in contact with. "It’s hard to be
on the West Coast and know a lot sible.
#6. Home and away record. A
about a team on the East Coast,’
team gets penalized for a loss at
Simpson said.
*Emphasis is placed on the home while earning points for a win
strength of the schedule. More em- on the road. "A good example is
phasis is placed on who is playing Texas," Pavlovich Jr., said. "They
play most their games at home so
V% ell.
Collegiate Baseball/ESPN as they lose points for a home loss.
explained by Lou Pavlovich Jr., who Whereas Wichita St. plays most of
compiles the poll.
their games on the road so they earn
Matthew D. Anderson
Daily Staff Writer

points for a road win." 50 points
possible.
#7. Intangibles. Things such as
returning starters and the teams
quality of fielding. "A team like
Arizona gets a lot of points because
they have the best hitting team back
from last year." 50 points possible.
During the 15 years that this type
of voting has been done no team has
ever scored above 500 points. Last
week SJSU had 456 points while the
#1 team Texas A&M had 495.
The sports information director for
the Spartans’ baseball team, Jim
Lynch said, "I’m not voting. I send
the information to both polls." He
added that Collegiate Baseball has
been around longer, but that some
consider Baseball America as the
more prestigious of the two.
It’s a hard choice to make. Do you
just go with the one that ranks you
higher? The pleasure is that SJSU
fans can make the choice.

’I’m not voting.’
Jim Lynch,
Sports information director for
the Spartans’ baseball team

SPARTANS,
THIS BUD’S FOR YOU.
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The Employment PeOrlie

FMC invites you to

CHECK
US OUT

ATTENTION: I RM M ( Information

Resources Management Majors) plus
Finance and Accounting Majors

PLUS
Chemical, Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering Majors

Please Join Us For Interviews
And

OPEN HOUSE
Monday Mar. 13th

Costanoan Room
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Good witch appears SJSU play uses power of imagination
at Student Union,
speaks on issues
By E. Mark Moreno

Sylvia (Nicole Fruge).
At the center of the sisters’
ponderings of the future are their
imaginations, which bring them
possibilities that appear and then
vanish. As the play develops, the
sisters finally reach their true
goals, when they discover the
only thing that has kept it out of
reach is themselves.
They also create their own
despair, as Carla constantly
resorts to her gun to bring about
changes
in
her
world.
Imagination can kill, is the message, but it can also take people to
the stars.
From simple origins emerges a
clever play that won’t fail to leave
a viewer optimistic about life, at
least for a little while.
"I was daydreaming one day
and imagined a man on a park
bench awakened by two women
in duck masks," Rosen said. "I
thought, ’Gee, maybe there’s a
play. Although the snappy banter
that forms most of the dialogue is
often funny, it can also be distracting because it moves too fast.
However, taken as a whole, the
play is enriching if you don’t get
lost wading through the details.
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By Elena M. Dunivan

Daily staff writer

Throughout time, witches have
been stereotyped as evil beings,
emerging from some perverse entity
to cause chaos and ruin in the lives
of the innocent and dabble in the
mystical, unknown regions of the
universe.
A modem -day witch, Starhawk,
spoke in the Student Union Monday,
addressing issues of witchcraft,
nuclear war, and the importance of
her name.
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’Women are sacred
beings as well as
men. The inherent
value of people is
not earned, granted
or taken away.’
Starhawk,
witch

Some people might envision a
green -faced hag with a wart protruding from the end of her nose, a
pointed hat and broom in hand.
Instead, there was an ordinary -looking woman with short brown hair,
wearing a floral print dress and purple opaque stockings.
Besides being a Bay Area witch,
Starhawk is also a feminist and
peace activist. She teaches women’s
studies at Antioch West University,
lectures at Holy Names College in
Oakland, works with the S.F. based
group Reclaiming Collective, and
has written three books on
witchcraft.
Starhawk, a self-professed witch

of 20 years, also spoke on the need
for people to change their consciences in order to save the world
from destruction.
As an example, Starhawk said
assignments given to students by
teachers supports her belief that
people need to take power over other people or institutions who control
and restrict them. She said this type
of control is like a "spell put on you
that says ’obey
don’t challenge.’ "
"We need to change our way of
thinking of the term ’power,’ " she
said. "We need to change our consciousness and our reality through
changing our imagination of what
could be."
Starhawk said the only way to
accomplish this change is collectively, and that "we create the reality of
what is possible and what the world
is."
Consciousness about the world
was another issue Starhawk
addressed. She said we, as inhabitants of the world, need to respect it
and treat it as sacred, such as the
way the Pagans worshipped the
Earth in Ancient Mesopotamia.
"We are creating stuff so toxic to
the world. We need to ask ourselves
the question: Should we be generating these types of things? Like don’t
poison the water we drink."
Starhawk also addressed women’s issues.
"Women arc sacred beings as
well as men," she said, "The inherent value of people is not earned,
granted or taken away."
She said
sacred value of humans exists "by
virtue of who you are and only
exists when we all have it, when we
are all a part of the Earth. You can’t
say that your right hand exists and
the left doesn’t."
After the discussion, the willing
crowd of 60 people joined in on a
chanting and dance, with the free spirited witch leading the way.

Imagination can create, bring
wealth, attract members of the
opposite sex, make space travel
possible, conquer nations, and
even kill.
All things good and bad are
brought about through the power
of the human imagination, and
the only limiting force is the indiwho
vidual
guides it.
The unlimited boundaries
of imagination
is the theme in
the University
Theatre’s
experimental
production of "The Duck Sisters,"
by Sheldon Rosen, which runs
through Saturday at the Studio
Theatre in Hugh Gillis Hall.
The play, which is being produced for the first time, is the end
result of a developmental exercise
by the SJSU drama department.
Born from the collective
efforts of both drama students and
resident playwright Rosen, "The
Duck Sisters," is an interesting
though very abstract stage work
that demonstrates tight-knit professionalism and is, as far as firsttime dramatic experiments at
SJSU go, a success.
The play opens with two "duck
sisters," Alice (Buffy Davis) and
Carla (Deanna MacLean), who
are seated near a pond "just off
the edge of the world." The sisters, who have "only one day
left," don’t know what to do with
their lives.
"My entire world is falling
apart," says Carla.
Alice responds that Carla
"can’t afford to get caught in the
trap of self pity."
The sisters ponder their
options and travel through a
labyrinth of mind states as they
teeter at the edge of existence. At
one point, a gun -waving Carla
says the world deserves to be
"blown away." Hovering over
them throughout this scenario is
the specter of death, in the form

Theater
Review

BE HEARD ON CAMPUS

SiSti

Both Buffy Davis and Deanna
MacLean turn in appealing,
touching, and well-balanced performances as the "sisters." Nicole
Fruge, however, steals the play as
the giggly Sylvia, who goes
through more emotions in one
hour than a manic depressive does
in one day.
Director Kahn has done a great
job with timing, and scene
transitions were well -coordinated,
even though there weren’t any set
changes.
The bizarre "edge of the
Shelley Scott - - Daily staff photographer world" feeling
is augmented by
the chilling sounds of music complay. ’The Duck Sisters’ runs through Saturday.
posed by Allen Strange.

of a buzzard.
The sisters finally decide they.
want to travel the stars, to another
terrestrial body that Alice hopes is
a "planet with toilets." Suddenly

they meet an intergalactic being
who is a prototypical hard -body,
poetry -spouting, want -to -be -profound -but -have -never -left -the suburbs California airhcad named

The process in which the play
was produced involves an original
work that receives creative input
from both the director and performers.

Beach
Paradise
PRE -SUMMER PARTY

Best Tan Contest Sponsored By Executan

VOTE

A.S. ELECTIONS
Today and tomorrow
March 8 & 9
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Kamikazi Thursdays Every Week
No cover charge with valid

5(1

SJSU I.D.
111-11i

Kamikazis

2 for 1 Miller Genuine Draft
Polls located at the
Student Union, Clark Library, and Breezeway
between Physical Education and Intercollegiate Athletics

Funded by Associated Students
mI6

175 N. San Pedro
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John Ritter shines as star of Blake Edwards’ Skin Deep’
the pink panther at home.
By Steven Musil
iliyvavviwor
His latest movie, "Skin Deep," is
Director Blake Edwards strikes an outrageous comedy starring Joh!
he
time
has
this
only
left Ritter as a world renowned author
:’gain

Zach, played by the bearded Ritter,
is a compulsive alcoholic and womanizer who’s Wed marriage comes
as a surprise to no one but himself.
He knows he should change his
ways, but spends most of his time
exchanging his women.

Ritter proves he’s
capable of
balancing comedy
with mature drama.
the star of television’s
"Three’s
Company"
and
looperman," turns in his greatest
performance to date in this role. As
Ins character progresses, he proves
as an actor that he’s capable of balancing comedy with mature drama.
Even though Ritter has played a
"ladies’ man" before, his performance in the dramatic parts of this
Skin Deep’s John Ritter i /Atli) and Vincent (;ardenia Ilarnil the film will surprise a lot of people.
"Skin Deep" also stars Vincent
bartender discuss fach’s problems.
Gardenia as Zach’s bartender and
Joel Brooks as Zach’s attorney. As
lilci,

LI4An.
AUTORENTAL

DON’T MISS
IMPORTANT
PHONE CALLS
24 DOUR
Answering Service

"WE RENT FOR LESS’
CARS/TRUCKS!VANS
Clean. quality rentals
Daily rates from $19.95
VisatMC accepted but
not required
Unlimited mileage
Age requirement: 21
8 minutes from campus
;0% discount for SJSU
Students, faculty. 8 Staff
on weekly 8 monthly rentals
Santa Clara Industries
50 Umbarger Road
San Jose CA. 95111

PER
$ 1 0 N0 NTH
SPECIAL.
Pager with answering
service only S25/ino.
3 months in Minium sieri up

ONE
STOP

IJE kAVNER
MLA /URN
in
Oedipus Wrecks
One of the chapters in

The Pavilion
2nd Street
298-3688

problems and realizes he has to deal
with them, or at least try. He eventually discovers that it is difficult, if
not impossible, to change one’s
character.
"Skin Deep" is a balanced, adult
comedy about a man drowning in
his own vices, and an honest, tender
portrayal of life after the sexual revolution.

KEN’S HUBB BARBER SHOP
"Rock ’n Roll Barbers"
UES. - FRI. 9 AM - 6PM, SAT 8AM - 4 PM
318 South 10th Street, San Jose 279-9955
(Next to Robert’s Book Store)

10 1% off Nexxus Products

FREESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
We have a data bank of over 200.000 listings of scholarships,

Deadline, March 13, Fee: $25

Free 2 hour parking validation

The Wil’ow Glen Tatler
1318 Lincoln Ave.
286-3981

in
Life Without be

ROSA\MARQLETTE
in
Life Lessons

One of the chapters in

One of the chapters in

NEW YORK
STORIES

(

FRANCIS
LIFE
WITHOL I
ZOE

When a millionaire’s daughter
is on the loose in an
elegant New York hotel
anything can happen.

fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion In private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their ocademie
into.ests, career plans. family heritage and place of residence.
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper car.
Hers, grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers . . etc.
Results GUARANTEED.

CALL
ANYTIME

igo’6737tigh-F401

Apppearing
Thursday, March 9
8:30 pm - 11:30 pm

MEOW

GREDIV
1306
CO ME
riWt V
wa 10.116 OWLSi E
IN IITICE DI =RIO AX690 REILS "9A13 cU it SOM
ZMADail "MUM "111611
1110 CNA UM 14113S CUM Mr =an Ali2i
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NOMillnierrairivemsris
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- SPARTAN PUB

MARTIN
SCORSESE’S
LIFE
LESSONS

He the teacher.
She the student
And passion is the lesson.

hold. km
win rIn

STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 10
AT SELECTED THEATRES NEAR YOU.

Jr

4

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

10% off with student or
staff I.D.

\10,\OITE

CIANNINI

Amor
A comedy from
Woody Allen.

Angel’s Cleaners
& Alterations

Call for reservations
286-3981

408-732-6667
415-964-6667

(

Movie
Review

HOURS:
M -F 9-6
Sat 10-6
Sun 12-5

CALI, NOW!

a\

The film is definitely a comedy,
but there are serious subject matters
lurking beneath its surface. Zach
recognizes that he has some major

.0061."

March 20th Monday 6:00om
Curing
Management Headaches
A class on
personnel problems

Booksigning by author
Coaching and Counseling
A practical guide for ’Tanagers

NEW YORK NEW YORK
STORIES
STORIES

WOODY
ALLEN’S
OEDIPUS
WRECKS

Marianne Minor
At the Tatler

"Skin Deep" has other perks as
well. There is one innovative comical/erotic scene that threatens to
steal the entire movie, and a soundtrack which features Ivan Neville’s
"Falling Out of Love."

March 24th/ Friday 7:30orn

COMMUNICATIONS

(408)281-4666

Q0D’i

MANAGEMENT MAJORS

his closest friends, they must endure
the details as he "narrates" his
demise.
The characters who compromise
Zach’s harem of women are played
by beautiful, talented, albeit somewhat unknown actresses. One of
Zach’s girlfriends is played by
Julianne Phillips, the ex -Mrs.
Springsteen
while another is
played by Raye
Hollit, the 1988
Ms. Los Angeles
Bodybuilding
Champion.
Ritter’s flair
for slapstick con plinicnts Edwards
style of climatic comedy. As boil
the writer and director, Edwards’
credits include "10" and "The Pink
Panther," and this film demonstrates
his expertise for building a comic
scene to the point that you think
there is nothing funnier that can
happen. Then it does.

Nitecry is an energetic Rythm & Blues band
that delivers an up-beat show and will knock
you out of your scat and on to the dance floor.
Nitecry features the dynamic vocals of
seasoned frontman Tom Castro and
Blues-Rock guitarist Rene Solis.
Nitecry plays Blues and Motown favorites -their tight-knit horns and driving rythm section
promise a show you’ll never forget.

1
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Opera workshop readies students
By Doris Kramer

tions.
"I wanted to create a workshop
that would prepare performers for a
professional career, because the
classroom does not prepare the student for professional stage performace," she said.

Daily staff writer

Opera San Jose wrapped up
Gioacchino Rossini’s "The Barber
of Seville" Sunday, yet another successful production in the fifth season
of the organitation’s existence.
The company was created in part
by former international opera sensation and current SJSU Instructor
Irene Dohs. She is now artistic director of the organization.
Upon her retirement from New
York’s Metropolitan Opera in 1977
after more than 20 years of performing. Dohs returned to SJSU as an instructor and was appointed director
of the SJSU Opera Workshop.
Dalis said she fully intended to
create an opera in San Jose from the
beginning. To reach her final
goal .she first carefully set the foundation and then slowly set in solid
building blocks.
"I just set my mind on a goal, and
then only in the process of reaching
it do I bother thinking of how I’m actually to accomplish the task," she
said.
Dolls first focused on SJSU’s
Opera Workshop, by building a pool
of talented performers she could
eventually choose from for produc-

Dalis said.
Although the student has the potential, he must still transcend
through what Dalis calls a"ten-year
gray period." During this period.
the starting artist has difficulties obtaining quality roles. Screening directors require previous experience.
so a vicious circle is created.
"I decided that one of the only
chances students had to make it into
professional opera was by providing
them with repeated performance experience, professional roles, and to
surround them with professional
people." Dalis said.
Because Dal is demands such quality and professionalism from her students, many of the performers for
Opera San Jose are either SJSU students or graduates.
Douglas Nagel, an SJSU graduate
student, is a resident artist for Opera
San Jose and has played leading
roles in productions such as Paul in
Alva Henderson’s world premiere of
"West of Washington Square."
Marcell in "La Roheme," and
played Figaro in "The Barber of
Seville."
Nagel describes Dalis as "a dynamic woman who teaches you to be
your greatest critic."

Lifestyle
artaontertalnmentfeaturea

The initial concept of Opera San
Community
Jose - the
SJSU
Theatre - was created in 1979.
The workshop continues to feed
an extraordinary amount of talent
into the field of opera, Dalis said.
Dalis stresses to her students that
in order to succeed, they must be absolutely committed to their goal and
willing to study and work exceptionally hard.
"Success will pass those by who
can find the time to enjoy a good social life," she said.
The odds for breaking into opera
may be as high as one in 10,000.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
mplicatflon Icor coll.. students!
Just send a self oddress.M1
stamped envolop to KA1HATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4th St , Boo
5, Phil...1phi.. Pa 19147 Apply
todmy for your tutu.’
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? Want
good coverage you can afford?
We han quality plans at low
prices Monthly torn. avallobk.
Call Mark Ellice at (408)943-9190
for no obligollon quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’ Save your teeth, oyes
and Money too ClamnIngs and office visits at no charm For brochure sts. A S office or Student
Health Canter or call (406)3716811 In San Jose
ST PADDY’S DAY’ Watch flu Spartan
Daily for details on tha coming of
Paddy Murphy at Meratti St.
406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every Interest Romance.

friendship,

adventure

00000 your message or you can
how six m.mgeo from other
try It, you’ll be glad you dld Call
delhe
Message. change
Irequontly Only 51
any toll

AUTOMOTIVE
BUY A NEW CAR haosN tree for its.
mon.. You pick the modal. molt.
and ....sone. We tind you tbt

I. mimees or compute. prog
Most be a U.S. citizen, We offer
relmb
Call
education
100%
415493-1800,1445, VARIAN.

WAITERS & WAITRESSES WANTED
for lunch shift Mull be 21 01 01100
Apply 2303 30 MT 2887486

POSITIONS
AVAIL.
CHILDCARE
ABLE
Full and port Unto perm.

WANTED - MANAGER FOR victoriaay
rmtneng house mar campus Ex.

nmt positions available. North..
California Nonni., 175 San Antonio Rd Suite 112. Loo Altos, Ca

portonca and rot. 298.2374 oyes
Nonsmokor, no pet.

94022. (415)949-2933
RECREATION LEADERS SPRING
summer lobe. Mountain Wow R..
Dept.

Apply

by

123.

415-966-

CARE

autism & foist. disabilities Full
and part time positions ovallable
Starting $8.86 25 hr Cell (406)

F 9-5, 377-5412 377-1494.
FOREIGN STUDENTS 5 SCHOLARS
Intl businormes & invostors 11.11
foreign notional. wtKb first hand
of economic, busimast scimtlfic, & political conditions in horne country for consult-

TX 76205 or 600-626-2828 Eel 856.

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4 wheel... rnotorhorn.. by FBI, IRS,
DE Avail.la your aree now

Inc person to manage meson&
phologrophIc studio No crperionce necessary Will train Weekly

’73

SUPERBEETLE 1600 off.
RINI Eng asp Uependablo 2946215 Ly. Mosaag.

otortIng pay 6300 wk Pleas* call
(406) 988-1776. 09900 and i.e.
your nor. and home Mono number.
HARDWARE TECHNICIAN- DCS seM

83 TOYOTO TERCEL, DLX ifftback, 4.

COMPUTERS

Jr & Sr computor Eng motor for
t.hnical p.itIon. familiar with
IBM 601.6 & 60266 PC board enviPloom call
ronment
Part full
Felix at (406) 437-1003 or apply in

IBM TURBO XT Clone. 20 MEMO, 1
floppy., color
Mr, grophics,
many
programs
and
ostrost

porson attar 5 00 p.m. 10 minute.
<Intel. from SJSU Secretarial or
receptionist wtth marketing po-

cyl, 5-590. while. 100,000 ml S1.650 firm (406) 251-4109
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skills
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51,600 080 (406) 97t-7685

FOR SALE

computor preferred

MATTRESS SETS,’ NEW. BEDS!’
Twin 165. full $49. quom 5129.
king S188 You got both places
Bunkbed. S129 Bmtfronms availobis now It your bed isn’t giving
you tho comlori or titt support
you 1111. why not get new bed?
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cheep Call 945-6556
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LIFEGUARDS
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NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM seeks
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manage on-campus promotions
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school year Floxiblo hours with
earnings potential to 12.500 Call
1400-932-0528, tun 26
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writers
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A BEAUTIFUL PAPER ....try time’ Professional word-processing son.
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Ices that include hist turnaround,
guorante. copy. grammar wining,
laser printer, onions and so much
more Call PAMELA at /400)945-

TRAVEL
TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
on anywhore eny fere Porches*

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning It 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Cont., 10th &

your TWA student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GETAWAY credo cord Calt Andy at
(408)2974809 TWA campus rep

Son Carlos rOf more Information
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Firnhaber at 296-0104
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Only 15 minutes from cempus
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Adoption: Choice
,,go page
le is counseling tor both pal
..11iirighout the pregnancy and
.tids lot as long .is necessary .
ms ,tits slow ii on the number of
’,Mei. vs ho reclaim their chit\ hull said "They have six
the child utter it’s
mom!. 1,,
bum I his happens about 2 percent
is? ihic tune
.1 he birth mother is allowed to
stay in touch With her child through
lettei s and [mimes
ises. the natui al patent
lii ,
ccii !,ets s ’,nation rights l’his depends on the wishes of both the
adopt
ouple and the birth parent.
. I
\ soil sometimes. Jack ,1
I le knows ssho I am. We
IN I,
its .1
ielationship. He
tells Ille that
calls tile
bits birth
he lov
thf: fast thai
illollict
Bill he Is sery S lea] on who his
mothei is N8 hen he needs to be nurlined he goes to his adoptive
inothei. she said.
Hie adopting parents cover the
inedical. Icy al and other expenses related u the Ammon.
Th. as el age us! Is $6.000 to $7.1100. a,s oiding to Muth. The agenc
tev is ...how ’s1.000.
"%List tit our birth mothers are
vs hi’ have chosen not
yo ainither route.** Muth said.

Cheaters

Most of our clients are married
couples or couples w ho use together. There are sonic single people, but the birth mother usually
picks couples... she said.

From page I
with the si/e of this school." she
said.
The report will be compiled
yearly, and students who are found
We chose to have an open adop- guilty of dishonest conduct will be
tion because we feel that it will be placed in the report indefinitely,
easier to es plain to the child about Moran said.
"In a lot of cases we don’t know
the adoption, Joyce Keeslar said.
Keeslat is a secretary at San Jose that students have a prior record of
now we will know,"
Hospital vs hi Will quit her job in cheating
Moran said.
order to take c are of the baby.
The two major areas of dishonesty
"I believe that it’s important to he
to be included in the report are cheatat home to provide a feeling Of SCCU
ing
and plagiarism.
rity for our child." she said. "I vs ant
Examples of cheating include
to he there to kiss a finger when it
copying, in pan or in whole, from
hurts oi give a hug ss hen its needed.
"I’m malls ans mu. to become a someone else’s test; submitting work
mother I can’t thuds ot any other ca- presented previously in another
course, if contrary to the rules of eireer that I can get excited about."
Dan Keeslar is a high school art ther course; altering or interfering
teacher, vs ho said he looks Mrward with grading: and using or consultto doing arts and crafts protects with ing during an examination any
sources or materials not authorized
his child.
by the instructor.
They believe that religion is imExamples of plagiarism include
portant to a child’s upbringing.
incorporating the ideas, words, sen"We’re looking forward to teach- tences, paragraphs, or parts thereof.
ing our child Bible stories and songs
or the specific substance of another
and to going to church meetings and
person’s writings, without giving apsaid.
Joyce
family.**
as
a
activities
propriate credit, and representing the
"I don’t have any regrets about work as the student’s own.
putting my son up for open adopThere are less obvious ways a stution." Jacklyn said. "I have some dent’s actions may be construed as
part in his life. I wouldn’t change cheating, which many students are
what I’ve done...

not aware of, Moran said.
Students may also be reported for
cheating for purposely allowing another student to copy from a paper
during an exam, giving homework,
term paper or other academic work
to another student to plagiarin,
lying to another instructor or university official to improve a grade and
altering a graded work after it has
been returned, then submitting the
work for regrading.
The intention of the policy is to involve faculty in controlling academic dishonesty, according to the
policy.

Lunch Brunch Dinner
Private Parties Garden Weddings

Recycle: Paper bins
From page I
The hierarchy of paper quality
starts at newspaper, the least expensive, then goes to colored ledger,
white ledger, and apexes at computer paper, which is the most expensive type. Hirotsu said.
There are some computer labs that
currently recycle.
"We use a lot of paper, so we
have a shelf for students to recycle

Some students agree with the policy’s intentions.
"I like the idea,- said Nanci
Lambert. a senior majoring in advertising. "I think you need to be punished for cheating. If you cannot
control your ethics now while in college, how can you in the professional world?"
Students have the right to be informed of any charges, the nature of
the evidence supporting the charges.
and to have a meeting with the faculty member. Moran said.

Recycling is not new to SAFER.
The club set up the Spartan Daily recycling receptacles around campus.
SAFER eventually wants to get a
huge bin on campus to store all the
paper.

Term Papers with Class
You spend hours preparing your term papers and
reports. Show them off with quality copies and
professional binding at Kinko’s Copy Center.
PT

-r.

The Post Office Alternative

---

’UPS Delivery
*First Class
*Gift Wrapping
’Ship anywhere
in the U.S.
*Mailbox rentals

Bong in this ad and we will give you 20% off on your binding order You may choose any of
our wide selection ot cover styles and colors Offer applies to all types and sizes of binding
available Only one discount per customer.

kinkoss.

the copy center

MONTHLY RATES
Kr% off with SJSU ID or AD

Complimentary glass
of wine or champagne
per couple with this
ticket

old paper." said Tak Leung, support
assistant for academic computing
services in Wahlquist Library.

!

MAC & PC
RENTALS
DAILY, WEEKLY,

Victorian Garden Restaurant

Daily

310 S. Third St.
(Across from McDonald’s)
295-4336

5Town & Country Village

Computers To Go

San Jose

539 S. Murhpy S’Vale

296-3303

Prat.st and !tuskless Servkes

/VIAL BOXES ETC. USA

408/746-2945

This

offer

Is

good

481 E. San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11th)
295-55 1 1
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only!

476 S. First St.
San lose
Reservations
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(408) 286-1770
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We ye got 10 feet of snow. the
,ncredible Animal Crackers Children’s Ski School.
Express Ski Rentals, and we’re only 3 hours from the
LBay Area! Spring; there’s no better time to learn!

If you want logo places, it’s time for the American
Express’ Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onivfirfull-lime
students who aim *American Exprem Card
Travel privileges that offer:
"Itir) $99 mundtrip ticketsfly to any of
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by Northwest in the contiguous 48 tliiited States.
AIRLINES only:
one ticket may be used per sixLOOK TO US
month period.
.special Quarterly NortImert aostination Di:scout*
throughout 1989-upto25% off the lowest available fare
5.000 txmas miks in Northwest’s WORLDPERKS’
free travel programwhere only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.

Present this coupon for:

Lift Tickets! Buy
one, get one free of
equal or lesser value

F01
OR 4 0 OFF
$ I

A Learn To
Ski Package (Reg.
$35 adults, $26 child)

( tutor valid any day 3/6/89- 5/30/89 Coupon may not be used with
any other discount or package May not be resold
00

1

os Angeles
$99 mum/trip

And, of course, you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements

for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1 -81H)-942 -AMEX
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now Fly later
for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

DRAFT BEER

wis-70
amp

$99

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.
A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.

4.

2

San Hondo)
roundtrip

With _purchase of sandwich
for SJSU students only
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America’s Best 1)rd-4nd Sandwich good thru
111
. 80 E San Carlos Street, Between 2nd & 3rd.
3-1 1-8-o
j
III NO I GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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